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Abstract

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) and SOC systems have been invented, studied, and developed in response to the problems generated by heterogeneity and poor latency, and a need for modularization and standardization. Wide application of SOC, practically in all areas of human endeavors, interconnectivity provided by wireless networks, huge volumes and diversity of data, increased frequency of security attacks, and reliability expectations have increased research, development, and deployment of SOC systems. These circumstances and requirements could only be dealt with by a future generation of SOC systems. This implies a need for fast and high-quality research and wide and efficient dissemination of achieved innovative results. Therefore, a Special Issue (SI) was proposed, and its relevant scope defined. This SI involves a set of high-quality and cross-community scientific papers from various disciplines (e.g., cloud computing, edge computing, business process management). The accepted papers focus on research leading toward future generation of service-oriented computing systems (e.g., dynamic quality of service management in fog computing, time-aware resources allocation in cloud computing, resilient composition in the Internet of Things) with emphasis on advanced results that solve open research problems and have significant impact on the field of service-oriented computing.
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1. Introduction

Distributed Computing has arrived when two processes executing on two different platforms started to communicate using Message Passing or Remote Procedure Calls. A need for innovation followed the initial major step in Computing by problems of heterogeneity and low level of communication abstraction, that of the Internet. An initial response was provided by service-oriented architecture, which basic framework exploits the concept of a service, an abstraction that could be invoked to provide a requested computation, storage, and return or pass on a result to another service or even human being. Shortly after, Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) has started to be a subject of intensive research, development, and deployment. Since more and more private users, research institutions, businesses, hospitals, cities, and industry companies wish to benefit from interconnectivity provided by wireless networks, the interest in services study and development is exponentially growing. These days, SOC is in use in all areas of human endeavor, which are heterogeneous, deal with huge data volumes, and subject to security attacks. SOC systems must satisfy high-performance, reliability, and trustworthiness requirements of users. From the first concepts of services that are linked to the abstractions of infrastructure, platforms, and software, we have moved to services created for and exploited in networks, data storage and management, clouds, fogs, edges, huge data, security, trust, workflow, modeling, etc. This move implies a need for new knowledge and enhancement of the existing knowledge of services cloud, enhancing existing knowledge of in the area of services, exploiting new knowledge created for dealing with wireless networks, communication between clouds and edge devices, using Artificial Intelligence (AI) to deal with huge data, and generate new applications that would benefit other researchers, developers of service computing systems, and create a basis for other users to consider making their areas of interest better, faster, more secure, and trustworthy.
Thus, the question is: “what is Future Generation of SOC Systems?” To get even a partial answer to this question this special issue was seeking outstanding, original contributions, including theoretical and empirical evaluations, as well as, practical and industrial experiences, with emphasis on advanced results that solve open research problems and have significant impact in the field of SOC.

2. Special issue topics of interest

Our study shows that there are some areas that define the research leading toward Future Generation of SOC Systems. They are as follows:

1. Service engineering and management, including:
   - legacy systems migration and modernization
   - service design, specification, discovery, customization, composition, and deployment
   - service innovation, governance, and change and workload management
   - theoretical foundations of service engineering
   - service execution, monitoring and reconfiguration
   - service engineering and management, services and data, services in the cloud and on the edge, services for the internet of things, services for software network functions and software defined networks, services in organizations, business, and society
   - quality of service, security, privacy, and trust
   - architectures for multi-host container deployments
   - microservices deployment and management

2. Services and Data:
   - services for big data and compute-intensive applications
   - data mining and analytics
   - AI services in data processing
data-provisioning services

services-related linked open data

automated knowledge graph creation

3. Services in the cloud and on the edge:
   migration to virtual infrastructures
   service deployment and orchestration in the cloud
   cloud and edge services and workflow management
   cloud and edge brokers and coordination across multiple resource managers
   workload transformation
   edge AI and distributed intelligence services
   AI, machine learning, neural network, and data analytic techniques in edge processing
   analytics and knowledge generation services
   lightweight service deployment and management
   services and edge gateway architectures

   4. Services for the Internet of Things (IoT)
   embedded and real-time services
   RFID, sensor data, and services related to IoT
   services for IoT platforms and applications
   AI services in IoT
   secure intelligent IoT-edge systems
   secure intelligent coordination and networking between edge and cloud
   service-oriented protocols for IoT applications
REST APIs and services for IoT platforms and applications

trust and privacy management in intelligent IoT-edge systems

5. Services for softwareized network functions and software defined networks
service network function management and orchestration

AI services in routing

machine-learning algorithms for IoT applications

services for novel and emerging networking protocols

named data networking

virtualized network and transport mechanisms

virtualized network functions and services

virtualized service function chaining

6. Services in organizations, business, and society:

services science

AI services in organizations, business, and society

social networks and services

cost and pricing of services

service marketplaces and ecosystems

service business models

enterprise architecture and services

quality of service and energy efficiency for intelligent application systems

service chatbots

3. Research outcomes of the special issue papers
All papers submitted to the special issue sit in the area defined by the listed topics. The main content and contributions of the selected papers are as follows.

**Embedding reactive behavior into artifact-centric business process models:**

Business processes are an important piece of service modeling and computing. A business process represents a set of activities and tasks that aims at accomplishing an organizational objective. The process must involve clearly defined inputs and a single output. These inputs are made up of all the factors that contribute (either directly or indirectly) to the added value of a service or product. These factors can be categorized into artifact-centric processes, management processes, operational processes and supporting business processes. Artifact-centric business processes are characterized by the changes and evolution of business data, or business entities. These changes are considered the main driver of the processes. Modeling artifact-centric processes focuses on describing how business data is changed/updated, by a particular action or task, throughout the process. This advocates somehow a sort of middle ground between a conceptual formalization of dynamic systems and their actual implementation.

In paper [1], the authors introduce novel approach to generate repairs for the activities in artifact-centric business process models. The proposed approach generates extensions to the activities to ensure that the integrity constraints in the data model are fulfilled considering a given a data model, a process model, and the specification of the activities in the process. The authors show that the approach supports the evolution of the data model independently from the business process model and the specification of the activities. The approach relies on service modeling languages such as Unified Modeling Languages and Business Process Management Notation (BPMN).

**Topic-based crossing-workflow fragment discovery**

Workflows enable making business processes more productive and efficient. Business processes allow modeling services compositions to deliver a result. Workflows provide technology or tool that can help to do achieve this result. The discovery of workflow fragments is significant to promote the reuse or repurposing of best practices evidenced in legacy workflows, when novel scientific experiments are to be conducted. The discovery of workflow fragments is closely related to
service discovery, which exploits: Web Service Description Language-based keyword search, semantic matching based on domain knowledge or ontologies, context awareness, or Quality of Service (QoS)-based discovery, and machine learning techniques adopted to examine service relevance. ZhangBing Zhou et al. proposed in paper [2] “a novel crossing workflow fragment discovery mechanism, where an activity knowledge graph is constructed to capture flat invocation relations between activities, and hierarchical parent–child relations specified upon sub-workflows and their corresponding activities”. Semantic relevance of activities and sub-workflows is calculated based on their representative topics. Individual candidate activities or sub-workflows are discovered when considering their semantic relevance and short-document descriptions. The fragments are evaluated by balancing their structural and semantic similarities. The authors made four major contributions; (i) demonstrated that their approach is as accurate in discovering appropriate crossing-workflow fragments as the state of art’s techniques; (ii) constructed an activity knowledge graph, whose edges capture (a) invocation relations between activities in scientific workflows, and (b) hierarchical parent–child relations specified upon sub-workflows and their corresponding activities; (iii) calculated the semantic relevance of activities and sub-workflows leveraging their representative topics, where these topics are generated by applying the biterm topic model based on the description in short texts for activities and sub-workflows, (iv) designed a novel and efficient crossing-workflow fragments discovery algorithm when the requirement is specified in terms of a workflow fragment.

Understanding complex process models by abstracting infrequent behavior

Process mining has become very popular in the last years to analyze the behavior of an organization by offering techniques to discover, monitor and enhance real processes. A key point in process mining is to discover understandable process models. To achieve this goal in complex processes, several simplification techniques have been proposed, from the structural simplification of the model to the simplification of the log to discover simpler process models. However, obtaining a comprehensible model explaining the behavior of unstructured large processes – for instance containing hundreds of activities – is still an open challenge.
The authors of paper [3] introduced the importance of a behavioral simplification in complex processes to understand what is happening in them. They have presented UBeA, a novel algorithm which, given an event log, a process model, and the events considered as core behavior, abstracts the remaining non-core behavior from the process model. They have also presented IBeA, a specific implementation of this algorithm to simplify process models by abstracting infrequent behavior. IBeA can detect the infrequent behavior which obfuscates a process, abstracting it to produce simpler process models with a trade-off between completeness and precision, allowing to obtain an overall view of the process. The proposal also simplifies the event log, allowing to analyze and enhance the process with other process mining techniques.

The contribution of this paper is related to Business Process Management research field which falls into service computing. Specifically, this work aims to simplify process models by detecting and abstracting infrequent behavior. Such processes are typically used when provisioning applications and services over mobile and highly dynamic environments like cloud and fog. They use business processes and workflow to describe the management procedures that we need to apply during the cloud/fog applications life cycle (migration, SLA management, service orchestration, load balancing and so on). They compared IBeA with other simplification approaches, using 11 logs from real scenarios, showing that IBeA can obtain, or allow to discover, a simpler and better model in complex processes.

**Graph-based data caching optimization in edge computing**

Currently, data collection, storage and processing are provided in many organizations, business, cities, hospitals, etc. by cloud computing systems. However, since they deal with huge volumes of data, their use is associated with high costs of transmission and major communication latency. Edge computing has emerged as a new computing paradigm that allows computation and storage resources and associated services in the cloud to be distributed to edge devices and servers. Those edge devices and servers are deployed at base stations close to users; they offer high-quality services. One of them is data caching because it ensures low latency for service delivery, minimizes the data caching cost, and maximizes the reduction in service latency. To achieve these outcomes, the authors formulated in paper [4] the Edge Data Caching (EDC) problem as a constrained optimization problem. They proved the NP-completeness of this EDC problem and
provided an optimal solution named IPEDC to solve this problem based on Integer Programming. The authors carried out intensive experiments on a real-world data set and a synthesized data set to evaluate representative approaches. They demonstrated that IPEDC and AEDC significantly outperform the three representative baseline approaches. Major contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) the EDC problem from the app vendors’ perspective was formulated, and then proved that it is NP-complete; (ii) an optimal approach named IPEDC was developed for finding optimal solutions to EDC problems with the Integer Programming technique; (iii) an approximation approach named AEDC was developed for finding near optimal solutions to EDC problems in large-scale scenarios efficiently, and analyzed its theoretical approximation ratio; (iv) carried out extensive experiments on both a real-world data set and a synthesized data set were carried out to evaluate the proposed approaches against four representative approaches. This research has established the foundation for the EDC problem and opened several research directions.

QoE-aware user allocation in edge computing systems with dynamic QoS

As online services and applications are moving toward a more human-centered design, many app vendors are taking the Quality of Experience (QoE) increasingly seriously. End-to-end latency is a key factor that determines the QoE experienced by users, especially for latency-sensitive applications such as online gaming, autonomous vehicles, critical warning systems and so on. Edge computing has then been introduced as an effort to reduce network latency. In a mobile edge computing system, edge servers are usually deployed at, or near cellular base stations, offering processing power and low network latency to users within their proximity. In paper [5], the authors tackle the Edge User Allocation (EUA) problem from the perspective of an application vendor, who needs to decide which edge servers to be used to serve which users in a specific area. Furthermore, the vendor must consider the various levels of QoS for its users. Each QoS level leads to a different QoE level. Thus, the application vendor also needs to decide the QoS level for each user so that the overall user experience is maximized. The authors first optimally solve this problem using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) technique. Being an NP-hard problem, it is intractable to solve it optimally in large-scale scenarios. Thus, the authors propose a heuristic approach that can effectively and efficiently find sub-optimal solutions to the QoE-aware EUA
problem. They conduct a series of experiments on a real-world data set to evaluate the performance of their approach against several state-of-the-art and baseline approaches.

The authors made the following main contributions: (i) formally defined the QoE-aware EUA problem and show that it is an NP-hard problem; (ii) proposed an optimal approach based on ILP for solving this problem exactly; (iii) introduced QoEU — a new heuristic that performs better than their previous heuristic under resource-scarce circumstances; and (iv) carried out experiments based on a real-world data set to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of QoEU against several baseline and state-of-the-art approaches.

**Lightweight self-organizing distributed monitoring of Fog infrastructures**

The authors of paper [6] stated “Monitoring will play an enabling role in the orchestration of next-gen Fog applications. Particularly, monitoring of Fog computing infrastructures should deal with platform heterogeneity, scarce resource availability at the edge, and high dynamicity all along the Cloud-IoT continuum”. As a follow up, the authors presented extended, with an automated network overlay restructuring mechanisms, their lightweight, scalable, non-intrusive and robust methodology, and prototype for monitoring Fog computing infrastructures, namely FogMon. FogMon monitors hardware resources at different Fog nodes, end-to-end network QoS between such nodes, and connected IoT devices. Furthermore, FogMon features a self-organizing Peer-to-Peer (P2P) topology with self-restructuring mechanisms, and differential monitoring updates. These extensions ensure scalability, fault tolerance and low communication overhead. The authors proposed in their paper an extension of their previous methodology and open-source prototype for edge resources monitoring. To that end, they invented and presented a new mechanism for (re-)structuring the P2P overlay network. They also carried out experiments on a real testbed to demonstrate how the footprint of FogMon is limited and how its self-restructuring topology makes it resilient to infrastructure dynamicity.

**Toward a correct and optimal time-aware cloud resource allocation to business processes**
Cloud computing is an increasingly popular computing paradigm because it provides on-demand services to organizations for deploying their business processes over the Internet that reduces their needs to plan for provisioning resources. Despite providing competitive pricing strategies using them can lead to violating time constraints and exceeding budget constraints due to inappropriate decisions when allocating cloud resources to business processes. The authors of paper [7] present an approach to guarantee a correct (because time constraints on these processes are not violated) and optimal time-aware allocation (because the deployment cost of these processes is minimized) of cloud resources to business processes. The authors’ approach uses timed automata to formally verify the matching between business processes’ temporal constraints and cloud resources’ time availabilities, and linear programming to optimize deployment costs.

The authors presented an approach for allocating cloud resources to the activities of business processes that are subject to time constraints. To achieve verification, they developed rules that transform 840 million BPMN-based business process models into a network of time-automata so that proper matching of activities’ needs of resources to cloud resources is ensured despite the time constraints. To achieve optimization that the number of a business processes’ activities could impact, the authors developed a linear programming model that considered the deployment cost of these activities over cloud resources. Experiments demonstrate the technical do-ability of the proposed approach. The contributions of this work are (i) the development of a set of rules to transform business processes into timed-automata as a step toward a correct time-aware cloud resource allocation in business processes; (ii) formalization of the optimization problem as a mathemetical model to minimize the deployment cost of time-constrained business processes, and (iii) evaluation of the technical do-ability of the developed approach for ensuring the correctness and optimization of time-aware cloud resource allocation to business processes.

Resilient composition of drone services for delivery

In recent years, drones and unmanned aerial vehicles, have proliferated rapidly around the globe in both military and civilian spheres. Drones are used in situations where manned flight is considered too risky, difficult or simply costly. They can be operated by either humans or programs. For instance, drones are increasingly used nowadays for package delivery.
SOC provides powerful mechanisms to abstract the functional and non-functional or QoS properties of a drone in the form of Drone-as-a-Service (DaaS). The functional property of a DaaS describes the delivery of a package from a given source to a destination following a skyway network. The non-functional properties of a DaaS are battery capacity, flight range, payload, and speed.

In paper [8], the authors propose a resilient drone service composition framework for delivery considering the recharging constraints and the dynamic weather conditions. An optimal set of candidate drone services is selected using the skyline approach at the source node in a skyway network. The authors introduced a formal model to represent constraint-aware drone services. They propose a deterministic look ahead algorithm to build an initial offline composition plan. The resilient service composition approach is heuristic-based. It incorporates the intrinsic and extrinsic factors affecting the drone services at runtime. The authors designed, implemented and evaluated through simulation a framework that enables the target compositions. The experimental results show that the proposed framework adapts to the runtime service failures and meets the users’ expectations like minimum delivery time and cost. They also compared their obtained results versus Brute-Force and without look ahead approaches. The experiments show that the proposed approach guarantees the resilience of delivery services for the increasing number of failure rates.

Thread-level resource consumption control of tenant custom code in a shared JVM for multi-tenant SaaS

Software as-a-Service (SaaS) is a software distribution model in which a third-party provider hosts applications and makes them available to consumers in cloud setting. SaaS is one of three main categories of cloud computing, alongside Infrastructure as-a-Service and Platform as-a-Service. It is closely related to the application service provider. Prospective consumers can invoke and use SaaS according to the pay-as-you-go business model. SaaS providers commonly support customization of their services to allow them to attract larger tenant bases. The nature of these customizations in practice ranges from anticipated configuration options to sophisticated code extensions. From a SaaS provider viewpoint, the latter category is particularly challenging as it involves executing untrusted tenant
custom code in the SaaS production environment. Proper isolation of custom code in turn requires the ability to control resource consumption of each tenant.

The authors of paper [9] present a practical solution for thread-level resource consumption control of tenant provided custom code. This solution provides control mechanism for four types of resources: CPU, memory, network, and storage. Usage data are gathered using the Java Resource Consumption Management (JSR-284) Application Programming Interface (API). In case of CPU and memory, where this API is not capable of imposing limits, both the Java runtime environment bytecode and tenant code are instrumented with usage control checkpoints which ensures that CPU and memory usage of tenants remain within their service-level agreements limits. The authors validate their finding through case studies and experiments. The results show that the proposed solution outperforms containers in terms of tenant accommodation capacity and performance overhead.

4. Research contributions

In response to the specified general needs, a set of high-quality papers from cross-community scientific papers have been submitted by experts from various disciplines, such as business-process management, distributed systems, computer networks, wireless and mobile computing, cloud computing, cyber–physical systems, networking, scientific workflows, services science, services computing, data science, management science, and software engineering. The main content and contributions of these papers are as follows. First, a set of topics and sub-topics that require research leading toward Future Generation of SOC Systems was specified. Second, the special issue accepted papers present outstanding, original contributions, including theoretical and empirical evaluations, as well as practical and industrial experiences, with emphasis on advanced results that solve open research problems and have significant impact on the field of service-oriented computing.
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